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American Pacific Borate & Lithium finalises DFS
after updating resource
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American Pacific Borate & Lithium Ltd (ASX:ABR) is finalising a definitive
feasibility study (DFS) this month for its Fort Cady Borate Project in California
after updating the project's large JORC-compliant mineral resource estimate
last week.

1 Year Share Price Graph

The update moved indicated resources into the measured category, increasing
confidence in the resources to the highest level.

READ: American Pacific Borate & Lithium raises over $4
million to fund Fort Cady Borate Project
Fort Cady is the world's largest borate resource not owned by big miner Rio
Tinto (ASX:RIO) or Turkish state-owned borate company Eti Mine Works.

Share Information

Fort Cady was mined by Duval Corporation in the 1980s, with American Pacific
saying an examination of Duval's production figures had showed "sustained
production is possible from the deposit based on the cut-off grade utilised by
the Duval."
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The significant borate resource at Fort Cady is made up of 120.4 million tonnes
grading 6.5% boron oxide (11.6% boric acid equivalent) and 340 ppm lithium at
a 5% boron cut-off.
Contained resources sit at 7.8 million tonnes boron or 13.9 million tonnes boric
acid equivalent.

READ: American Pacific Borate & Lithium completes
magnetotelluric survey at Salt Wells Projects
Australian-listed American Pacific further confirmed this confidence through
testing this calendar year which "confirmed the lateral consistency of the
mineralisation, as previously shown by the geological modelling".
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americanpacificborate.com

Company Synopsis:
American Pacific Borates' (ASX:ABR) Fort
Cady Project in California hosts a multigenerational borate resource where boric
acid, gypsum and potassium sulphate will
be produced for the large North American
specialty fertiliser market and new high-end
technologies like electric vehicles and
space
shuttles.
action@proactiveinvestors.com.au

American Pacific managing director and CEO Michael Schlumpberger said on
December 3: "The upgraded JORC-compliant mineral resource estimate
moves approximately one-third of the Fort Cady Borate Project resource into a
measured category - representing total contained boric acid of 4.63 million
tonnes.
"This is a globally significant measured borate resource that will serve to underpin what we expect to be a very
compelling DFS due to be completed and released shortly.
"This upgrade continues to reinforce our goal of becoming a globally significant producer of borates."
American Pacific subsidiary, Fort Cady California Corp (FCCC), holds 72% of the total mineral resource estimate within
an operating permit region in which FCCC has sole rights for commercial-scale mining.
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The estimated measured resources now sit at 38.87 million tonnes at 6.7% boron (11.91% boric acid equivalent) and
379 ppm lithium at a 5% boron cut-off grade for 2.61 million tonnes of contained boron (4.63 million tonnes boric acid
equivalent).
Indicated resources in the estimate are 19.72 million tonnes grading 6.4% boron (11.36% boric acid equivalent) and
343 ppm lithium (5% boron cut-off grade) for 1.26 million tonnes contained boric acid equivalent (2.24 million tonnes
boric acid equivalent).
The inferred resources in the estimate are 61.85 million tonnes grading 6.43% boron (11.42% boric acid equivalent) and
322 ppm lithium at a 5% boron cut-off for 3.98 million tonnes contained boron (7.07 million tonnes boric acid equivalent)

READ: American Pacific Borate & Lithium adds acreage to exploration projects in Nevada
Earlier this year, American Pacific raised $4 million from sophisticated investors to support the Fort Cady project.
The company said in August 2018 it planned to use the funds to enable construction-related workstreams that would
follow a final investment decision.
At the time Schlumpberger said the placement would ensure the company could quickly move the Fort Cady project
from studies to construction-ready activities following completion of the DFS.
He said: "We have a very unique project that combines low capex, high margin, low technical risk and an earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) profile of more than US$150 million per annum in full
production into a borate market growing at 6% per annum, with limited visible supply.
"With borates non-substitutable in new world applications like electric vehicles, wind turbines, space shuttles and
agriculture, we can only see our project becoming more valuable as the reality of a tight ongoing market with one
dominant supplier continues."
American Pacific's Fort Cady DFS is due to be released this month.
The company also holds an exploration portfolio in Nevada, at the Salt Wells boron and lithium projects.
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors,
private
client
brokers,
fund
managers
and
international
investor
communities.
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored to your specific situation.
In exchange for publishing services rendered by the Company on behalf of American Pacific Borates Ltd named herein, including the promotion by the
Company of American Pacific Borates Ltd in any Content on the Site, the Company receives from said issuer annual aggregate cash compensation in the
amount
up
to
Twenty
Five
Thousand
dollars
($25,000).
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